
Regional Course
Strengthening the Quality of Work Integrated Learning

The World Wide Fund for Nature in South Africa (WWF-SA) leads a Work Integrated Learning 
Programme for student interns in biodiversity, in contribution to the goals of the Biodiversity 
Human Capital Development Strategy, implemented through the GreenMatter skills develop-
ment partnership.  One of the aims of this programme is to strengthen the quality of the work 
integrated learning experience of the student intern for biodiversity. Towards this aim, you 
are invited to participate in one of the regional offerings of the Mentors for the Environment 
Course:

¡ Southern Region – Cape Peninsula University of Technology
 4–6 November 2015, facilitated by NCC Environmental Services

¡ Eastern Region – Durban University of Technology
 11–13 November 2015, facilitated by the Wildlife and Environment Society of South Africa

¡ Northern Region – Tshwane University of Technology
 18–20 November 2015, facilitated by Delta Environmental Centre

Participation in the course is free, and travel and accommodation costs are for your (or your 
organisation’s) own account. 
 
Should you wish to participate in one of these regional courses, complete the registration 
form and forward it by Monday, 21 September 2015 to:

Ziyanda Mfanta at zmfanta@wwf.org.za / 021 657 6633 
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The course offers mentors an opportunity to engage in a com-
munity of practice working towards

¡ understanding mentoring in context,

¡ reviewing approaches to mentoring,

¡ acquiring key skills and tools to support mentoring, and

¡ developing and implementing a mentoring programme for 
work integrated learning.

Learning through the course is supported by three core modules: 

Module 1: A Systems Analysis of the Mentoring Activity

Module 2: Theories of Mentoring

Module 3: Tools for Mentoring

A course assignment will assist you to

¡ analyse the mentoring activity,

¡ identify strengths and challenges to effective mentoring,

¡ draw on theories and tools to formulate a mentoring plan, 
and

¡ implement and review the mentoring plan.
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What past participants had to say about the course

I was inspired by …

‘… being together with people with similar goals and expectations, exchanging ideas and help-
ing to shape and change perceptions around mentoring … I leave this [course] with a better 
understanding of what mentoring is and how I can use what I learnt to improve our organisation.’

‘… [the] opportunity to see the big pic-
ture / vision for the sector … I think that 
this kind of training should be rolled 
out to organisational levels … unifor-
mity and a shared vision and action plan 
could be implemented for all partners in 
Groen Sebenza.’ 

‘…due to the implementation of [the 
assignment] … through reflection and 
learning a change can come … I will 
definitely be taking what I learnt into 
my workplace.’

‘… how open all participants were and committed to the mentoring journey … the knowledge 
and experience shared so openly allowed for a great learning space … all presenters were com-
fortable with their content and understood our context.’

‘… every presenter covered valuable aspects which I will use to adapt my current set up … great 
that we have started this forum / community.’
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